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CERCASI LAUREATI IN IT
1
IT/ESPERTI
Small Danish company specialised in recruitment for companies in the ICT sectors as well
as for large commercial businesses needing specialist IT programmers.
After having vacuumed Denmark for any available IT person, they'd like to make contact with
university IT faculties around Europe, who may be interested in placing recent graduates in jobs in
Denmark. This is for English speaking jobs in IT companies based in Denmark, although there may
be some roles which are located in their own country. We are talking employment in a Danish
company, not B2B cooperation. At present, programmers in a variety of disciplines, data
specialists and web developers are needed.
CERCASI STAMPANTI PER STAMPA POSTER GRANDI DIMENSIONI
2
STAMPANTI
Danish company is looking for a printer to supply wallpaper type posters, which can cover
an entire wall or door with a single image (you've all seen the type before with woodland
scenes, New York skylines etc. covering an entire wall of an apartment.)
The company makes and sells wallpaper posters, based on blueback-outdoor media paper such as
120g Chantaffiche printed 4+0 CMYK (+ lack varnish) on FSC paper. The products are typically
large offset prints 116 x 158 cm with four pieces put together to make one single image of 232 x
315 cm with formats Giant, Mini and Door.
In 2014, the company sold 30.000 wallpapers and is expecting a sale of closer to 100.000 units by
the end of 2016, so is looking for a good, reliable, long term supplier.
The printer must be OFFSET and not digital print.
CERCASI FORNITORI PER TELECAMERE USO PROFESSIONALE SUBACQUATICO
3
TELECAMERE/ACCESSORI
Danish company makes customized total solutions for video recordings under water. The
company is searching a supplier of a highly specialized camera which can meet the
following specifications:
Pan Tilt camera with fixed focus lens of 2.5 mm
Minimum resolution of 700 TVL PAL
Pan speed 32 ° / S, 360 ° continue rotation
RS 485 Pelco-D communication
No IR light
The company is not interested in other types of camera since the requested camera must be
built into present underwater camera solutions.
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CERCASI FORNITORI – SARTORIE PER KIMONO

een@agenziadisviluppo.net

TESSILE/KIMONO

Small Danish jewellery and accessories manufacturer with a number of sales outlets in
Denmark and an existing network of commercial agents covering certain markets is looking
to expand its product portfolio to include clothing items and is looking for a manufacturer
of kimonos in polyester chiffon who are prepared to make a small test series.
It is interested in companies prepared to supply 5-10 designs or fabric choices with an initial trial
order of 20 units each. Fabrics should be in current season designs which include floral prints,
animal prints and boho designs - and it would like them with their own label... in other words, the
manufacturer must own the designs themselves. It will be easiest if the manufacturer can suggest
fabric patterns and has a stable supplier, but she is prepared to supply the fabrics directly if needs
be.
CERCASI DISTRIBUTORI GIOCHI E MATERIALE DIDATTICO MUSICALE
5
DIDATTICA/MUSICA
A small Danish company which makes music teaching material in the form of games, quiz
cards etc., in order to structure their sales, is looking for contacts to specialist stores all
over Europe which sell musical instruments and sheet music, both physical shops and
online sales. Of particular interest are stores which also have established sales to schools and
colleges. At present time its products are being sold to music stores in several countries at present
via contacts made at trade fairs.
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